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I
INTRODUCTION

The nature of sea power has changed.

The historic pre-eminence of

the man of war as the visible tool of sea power is being eroded.

The

principal value of the sea as a highway for the transport of commerce
and communication is being diluted as the value of the sea as a source
of living (and non-living) resources increases.

In the aggregate, the

ability to use the sea has grown more important than the ability to
command the sea.
1
Fishermen have been the precursors of national maritime greatness.
This was the case of the 15th Century Portuguese, the 16th Century Dutch,
the 17th Century English and the 18th Century Americans.

The indications

are that it is also the case with the 20th Century Russians.

The Soviet

Union, a traditional continental power, is aggressively extending the
scope of its worldwide fishing effort.

The increase in the Soviet

Union's fishing capability has been remarkable.

Between 1948 and 1976,

the Soviet catch increased from 1.5 to 13 million metric tons of fish
per year.

Other nations are promoting major new investments in ships

and training of crews for their deep sea fishing efforts.

More ships from

more countries are competing for the living resources of the sea.
Western sea power theory, however, does not recognize the implications
of this competition.

Indeed, whether or not the fishing fleet and

fishermen even have a valid role in the calculation of national sea
power may be an issue itself.
not.
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At lease one observer has stated they do
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It 1s the thesis of this paper that while this omission may have
been valid in the past, fishermen and the fishing fleet now constitute
an important new sea power factor.

States operate fleets of expensive

fishing vessels 1n distant waters to meet the domestic need for protein.
This dependence limits the potential use of these vessels in alternative
missions as naval auxiliaries.

On the other hand, the existence of

foreign fishing fleets in adjacent waters provides coastal states with
bargaining prerogatives 1n international matters.

This paper is a case

study of the deep sea fisheries, highlighting their role in altering
contemporary theories of sea power.

II
SEA POWER FROM MAHAN TO GORSHKOV

It was an American, Alfred Thayer Mahan, who provided the first
definitive statement of the elements of sea power.

Mahan wrote at a

time when the American Navy and the merchant} marine were both at low
points in size and capability.

He argued for maintenance of a strong

naval force, showing that traditional fleet of men of war was the
instrument that permitted the exercise of sea power.

The exercise of

sea power, at the time, consisted of using the sea as a medium for
transportation and communication.

Sea lanes permitted commerce to

flow, and military campaigns to be mounted.

Command of the sea

inhibited the sea's use for these purposes by unfriendly states and
ensured them for one's own state.
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This aspect of sea power has remained valid since Mahan's time.
Technological evolution has since changed the pressures at work in the
maritime environment, however.

Mahan limited his analysis to the age

of sail, noting that time had not yet permitted the impact of steam to
be considered.

In the great age of sail, ideas, people, and goods

were transmitted by ship.

In the twentieth century, ideas are com

municated electronically; people are transported by air; now only goods
move by ship.
This consideration has yet to be addressed by western sea power
theorists, most of whom, like Mahan, concentrate on the naval dimension.
The missions assigned by the major sea powers to their fleets through
the 1940s continued to embody Mahan's concept of the dominance of
powerful naval vessels, albeit aircraft carriers rather than battle
ships.4

With such forces, one's own coast and commerce would be

protected, and that of the enemy jeopardized.

Mahan's theories were

vindicated in both World Wars.
The bipolar world bequeathed to us in the wake of World War II
mandated a reanalysis of sea power theory.

The Mahan battle fleet

concept upon which American naval doctrine was built obviously warranted
review.

The coasts and commerce of one super-power were not noticeably

imperiled by the other super-powers.

Western naval forces in turn

provided only limited potential for the projection of military power
against the continental vastness of the Soviet Union.

The American

5
Navy underwent a severe identity crisis in the late 1949s as a result.
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Implicit in classic sea warfare theory was the requirement that a
contending sea power existed.

Of what possible service to the nation

could be the proud "First Line of Defense" with no enemy against which
to defend?

The United States had a tremendous investment in first

line capital ships (aircraft carriers) and a dedicated establishment
of senior defense and congressional officials convinced of their value.
Unfortunately, strategy appropriate to their use was not immediately
forthcoming.

The advent of nuclear weapons had to be accounted for,

followed shortly by the development of nuclear propulsion.

By 1960,

the marriage of atomic warheads to ballistic missiles, launched from
submerged nuclear powered submarines, provided a new theoretical

g

challenge.
As the Cold War life emerged, and limited wars between the armed
surrogates of the major powers became the norm for international con
flict, sea power regained its respectability.

The intriguing discovery

was made that naval force was valuable in a variety of insurgencies and
bloodless psychological battles of the Cold War variety.

Naval force,

it was remembered, can be applied in graduated amounts appropriate to
the provocation involved.

Most studies confirmed that the potential

for war at sea, ranging from general war to limited engagements to non
belligerent projection of power, continued to require maintenance of
7
navies.
But nagging doubts persist as to the validity of sea power concepts
which place primary emphasis on a fleet of large and expensive surface
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combatants.

For centuries, the capital ship, sailing the oceans of

the world, guaranteed command of the sea.

The capital ship involved

may have been a three deck ship of the line, a coal fired battleship,
or an oil burning aircraft carrier.

The military force of these ves

sels, either displayed as potential capability or employed in violence,
kept the ocean highways (now called sea lines of communication) open
or closed as required.

But the effectiveness of the western commitment

to this end is seriously jeopardized by technological advances in war
fare, primarily the nuclear submarine, but also the surface-to-surface
missile.^

The threat posed by these weapons to the even larger,

more expensive navy combatants

is a problem which U.S. theory and

practice is working hard to solve.

In view of the increasing importance

of overseas commerce in the achievement of the aspirations of many
peoples of the world, selective interruption of ocean borne commerce
could hold a good part of the world hostage.

The western line of

battle fleet would be essentially powerless to prevent it.
Sea power theorists recognize the importance of the commercial
aspects of sea power.

The theories developed, however, have concen

trated on the naval contribution.

With precious few exceptions,

writers in American military journals have engaged in arm waving
regarding the relative size and qualities of Communist and Free World
Navies without attempting to discern the relationship to sea power
Historically the basic device by which a state displays its
stature as a sea power has been the fleet of men-of-war maintained by
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the Navy.

This encouraged an oversimplified approach to establish

ment of the maritime pecking order:
missiles.

counting guns, and more recently,

This pastime still has some merit.

The size and thus the

capability of a navy as determined by this procedure undeniably
figures in the sea power equation.

But it is only one of the indices.

American taxpayers generally continue to express their approval
of having a Navy second to none, on patrol out there, somewhere,
keeping enemies of whatever persuasion, a safe distance from our
shores.

This once constituted the unmistakable "bottom line" of the

possible exercises in sea power.

For the first century and a half of

this Republic, the only way an enemy of any potential could seriously
damage homes and industries was to deliver weapons and troops by sea.
In the latter part of the 20th century, at least one potential enemy
has the ability to deliver destruction of immense proportions
irrespective of naval capabilities.
While officers in western Navies have been busy counting guns
and missiles, a worthy successor of Mahan as a sea power theorist has
emerged from an unlikely quarter:

the USSR.

Admiral of the fleet of

the Soviet Union, Sergei G. Gorshkov has been the Commander in Chief
of the Soviet Navy since June 1956.

Some of his thinking is beginning

to surface in the West where it is being reviewed with interest in the
maritime press.

Gorshkov published a series of articles in Morskoi

Sbornik, the official Soviet Navy journal, the first appearing in
February 1972.

These articles were subsequently published in
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translation in the United States, then compiled and published as a
book, Red Star Rising at Sea. ^

The thrust of this work by Gorshkov

and the method used is much the same as Mahan's The Influence of Seapower Upon History:

historical analysis is used to substantiate the

thesis that the ability to use the ocean is an essential element in
the growth of national power, and a capable Navy is required to secure
the ability to use the ocean.
But Gorshkov has gone further than Mahan by emphasizing
the political, as well as the military use of sea power.

One of

the most striking aspects of the considerations addressed by Gorshkov
is frequent reference to the ability of sea power to serve as an
adjunct to the peacetime diplomatic process.12
The emphasis on peacetime capabilities places the tools of sea
power in a different perspective.

In Gorshkov's view, the "components"

1 O

of sea power are the following:
-

The Navy, identified as the most important component.

-

The merchant marine, including the ships, personnel,

and shipbuilding industry.
-

The ships, technical equipment, and personnel to exploit

the resources of the "world ocean," i.e., the fishing fleet.
Here is a change.

Few enough western observers have conceded to

the fishing fleet any role in the exercise of power at sea or develop
ment of maritime strategy.

As noted above, John 0. Hayes observed that

while fishermen have been forerunners of maritime greatness, the
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fisheries have had little Impact on sea power.
fishermen.

Is Gorshkov's approach valid?

Mahan simply Ignored

While sea power has always

been concerned primarily with ocean commerce and Its protection, there
has recently been a change In the nature of the relationship between
"ocean" and "commerce."

Prior to the 1960s, the significant character

istic of the relationship was transportation.

During the past decade,

an equally significant characteristic of the relationship has been
Introduced:

extraction of resources.

It 1s this factor that Gorshkov

recognizes.
Man has always pursued the fish resource 1n the oceans.

Only

fairly recently has the fishing effort been elevated to a position of
prominence within the maritime arena.

Growing populations and tech

nological advances, have caused this.

All food sources must be

aggressively pursued.

Instead of comparatively small vessels manned

by hardy individualists, large fleets of complex ships requiring huge
capital outlays and highly trained crews are the order of the day.
Delivery of the resource recovered from the sea continues to
require transportation.

Here, also, there 1s a subtle change.

Whereas

ocean commerce 1s otherwise from one land area to another, resources
extracted from the sea are transported from an area at sea to a land
area.

Ocean borne commerce between thousands of ports 1n each con

tinent follows established sea lanes, but merchant ships rarely
congregate, other than 1n the comparatively few major ports of the
world.

Once at sea, merchant ships acquire an anonymity, rarely 1n
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sight of each other, lost on the trackless expanse of the ocean.

The

fishing fleet, on the other hand, 1s massed where the resource exists.
For instance, one of the most prolific sources of commercially exploit
able fish 1n the world 1s Georges Bank, extending 100-180 miles east
and southeast of Cape Cod.

During a typical month, prior to Implementa

tion of the U.S. 200 mile Hm1t,a few years ago, the U.S. Coast Guard
reported the following numbers of foreign fishing and support vessels
1n the George's Bank vicinity:

USSR-150; Pol and-38; Bulgar1a-8;

Romani a-4; Spa1n-67; Italy-11; Japan-14.14
erably throughout the year.)

(The figures vary consid

In no other comparably sized area of the

world could one find 90 Soviet vessels at one time.
It appears that only Gorshkov has been ready with a sea power
theory recognizing the new Importance of the fishing fleet and the
changing character of commerce 1t represents.

Protein from the sea 1n

a protein poor world will continue to be of vital importance.

We

have shifted from the day when sea power was adequately defined as
command of the sea.

Sea power now connotes the ability to use the

sea— not only as a highway, but as a source of vital resources.15
Admiral Gorshkov states:
The totality of the means used for exploiting the riches
of the World Ocean, when rationally combined, constitute
the sea power of the state and determine a country's
ability to use the military-economic potentialities of
the ocean to Its advantage.16
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III
THE DEEP WATER FISHING EFFORT

Pursuit of the living resources of the sea 1s commanding even
greater capital and human Investment as populations continue to expand.
An Increase 1n government and public attention directed towards the
problems of the ocean fisheries has resulted.

The Importance of the

deep water fishing effort and the methods used are nonetheless but
little understood by those outside the Industry.17
The modern ocean going fishing fleet (as opposed to artisanal
efforts and near water work conducted by small boats) consists of
highly complex vehicles.18

Even most of the older, picturesque, and

not particularly efficient draggers which make up part of the New
England ground fish fleet, are equipped with radar, sonar depth and
fish finders, loran navigation equipment, and a variety of electronics
communications gear.

Many rabdern trawlers, particularly the large

European vessels, are more technologically sophisticated than any other
ships on the sea with the exception of warships.

Several different

sonar systems are Installed, possibly Including a telemetry link
between the submerged trawl and the ship to display the trawl status.
Bow thrusters and controllable pitch propellers provide unexcelled
maneuverability.

Satellite navigation 1s used; ships may use heli

copters to spot fish and television to monitor operations on deck.
The overall character of the components of the fishing fleet 1s
inherently determined by the nature of the resource being sought.
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Fish are generally either bottom feeding, such as cod and halibut,
or near surface feeding such as tuna and herring.

To catch the former,

a trawl net is dragged across the bottom, generally in depths of 100
fathoms or less.
much speed.
resulted.

This requires relatively large horsepower, but not

Various types and sizes of trawlers and draggers have
Purse seining and gill nets are used for capturing fish

near the surface.

This requires a completely different technology,

deploying nets which may be a mile long and 450 feet deep.
Another consideration concerns the location of the fishing
grounds relative to the home base of the fleet.

European and East

Asian countries working the prolific fishing waters of the North
American continental shelf operate for extended periods at a con
siderable distance from home ports.

These vessels must keep the sea

year round and be sea kindly, substantial vessels, capable of riding
out even the severest of storms.

American (and Canadian) vessels, on

the other hand, are operating only a day's voyage from home port;
they can be (and are) smaller, able to head home when it blows up on
the Banks, or when the fishing turns bad.
Foreign vessels have thus evolved in one direction in response
to the geographical imperatives of the ocean; North American vessels
have evolved in another.

Long transits to and from home port make

single vessel operation inefficient in terms of fuel expended and
non-productive time spent off the grounds in transit.

As a natural

consequence»Japan and several European countries have moved their
fish processing factories onto ships at the location of the resource.
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The mountain has come to Mohammed.

Considerable creature comforts must

be provided for the crews of the ships, the fishermen, and factory
workers, all of whom are deployed for extended periods.
result.

Big ships

American vessels are largely within a day's sail of existing

shore based (thus more economical) processing operations; they do not
benefit from such an arrangement.

Returning to port regularly to

offload the catch also provides the crew a chance to see momma and
the kids.

The workers in big foreign fleets do not enjoy this pre

rogative for their duration of the cruise, generally 3-6 months.
faring is a lonely existence under the best of circumstances.

Sea

Few

enough American sailors would opt for the foreign method of operation.
Another consideration impacts on the character of the fishing
fleets in the several fisheries.

Americans eat fish when and if they

enjoy it (now that it is no longer mandated for many by the church).
Many Eastern Europeans, including the Russians, eat fish because they
have to - because adequate sources of animal protein are in extremely
short supply.

Americans overwhelmingly prefer their fish and shell

fish fresh, although frozen fish sticks and fillets are gaining
acceptance.

Eastern Europeans, who can not afford to be choosy, consume

their fish of whatever variety, pickled, salted, or frozen. The product
is shipped from distant waters when a sufficient catch has been
obtained to make the shipment economical.

On the other hand, to

satisfy the fresh fish tastes of Americans, deliveries must be made to
market at frequent and regular intervals.

Short trips in relatively
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small, often family owned, vessels suit the economics of the market, the
tastes of consumers, the location of the resource, and the desires of
the crews.
East Asian and European countries working American waters have
designed vessels to work in a fleet concept to improve efficiency.
The Japanese actually introduced the idea before World War II.

The

capital expanditures associated with building the large numbers and
sizes of catching, processing, and support vessels associated with a
dedicated fishing fleet make this concept more easily implemented in
nations with controlled economies.

The Soviet Union is now the most

deeply involved with operating entire fleets of ships in pursuit of
specific fish stocks.

The U.S., with an efficient beef industry pro

viding a ready alternative to seafood, and with ports adjacent to many
fine fishing areas, has not had to resort to the large scale fleet
operations developed by other nations.
In practice, the fleet plan involves
floating factories.

processing ships which are

These ships, which are not fish hunters at all,

receive the catch from smaller vessels of traditional fishing capabilities.
On the large vessels, the fish is processed for canning, or is filleted
and frozen, as appropriate.

Undesired species and the offal from

the processing evolution are reduced to protein rich fish meal and fish
oil.

The product is packaged on board and transhipped via specially

equipped cargo vessels back to port for marketing or export.

Tankers

deliver fuel, ocean going tugs assist ships with breakdowns, replacement
crews for fleet are sent out, often by ship, permitting a self-contained,
non-stop fishing effort to be mounted.
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The ships involved in this total effort, while not all fishing
vessels, are included in fishing fleet statistics.

They are factors

in the ability to maintain successful fishing operations where the
resource is distant from the country concerned.

The entire operation

displays an ability to use the seas.
Another approach involves designing the fish factory into the
catching vessel itself.

There is nothing new in this concept.

After

all, American whalers, a century and a half ago, accomplished the same
objective, extracting and barrelling whale oil on board.

Private

investors or individual corporations can afford to build and operate
one br several vessels of the "fish factory trawler" design without
the need to fund an entire support fleet.

Many of the foreign vessels

trawling on the choice fishing grounds on the American northeast and
northwest coasts are sophisticated, dual purpose ships of this type.
The Super Atlantik class, built in East Germany, and now being
incorporated in many Eastern European fishing fleets is the latest
improvement on the big factory trawler concept.

At a length of 331 feet,

these ships are big by any standard; by fishing vessel standards they
are enormous.

It should be recognized that the reason this type of

vessel is so large is not to enhance its catching capabilities.

It

must be large to carry fuel, stores and crew amenities for extended
voyages.

The ship is manned to work the ship and the nets and also to

staff the installed fish processing factory*
substantial proportions.

This is an operation of

Of the 89 officers and crewmen accommodated

on these vessels, 47 are assigned to the factory.

¥
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The appearance of large European fishing vessels such as the Super
At!antik series on the traditional American fishing grounds has elicited
a lot of comment in the press.

Obvious comparisons have been drawn

with the smaller, wooden hulled draggers operating out of New England
ports such as New Bedford and Gloucester.

Other unfavorable comparisons

were drawn between ships in the waters off the Pacific Northwest, where
much of the US and Canadian fishing effort is mounted by small vessels
including the fleet of old halibut "schooners".

Buc many of these

unfavorable evaluations are comparing apples and oranges.

The results

do not represent the economic objectives and capabilities of the
vessels involved, as described above.
In one interesting attempt to analyze the relative merits of the
fishing methods employed, an index based on the total amount of catch
achieved relative to the registered tonnage of the ships in the fleet
has been proposed.^

The results are revealing.

While the methodology

has serious statistical shortfalls (due to the lack of complete data
on the ships concerned), the trend is clear.

The USSR catch index

(in metric tons) per ton of fishing fleet is 1.32; Japan's figure is
7.8; the U.S., 7.55; Norway, 14,80.20

Much of the difference is due

to the large number of support ships involved in the Soviet effort.
Japan, which also uses support ships to service their distant water
catching, and factory vessels, shows better results because the
Japanese are willing to expend foreign currency reserves for support
evolutions such as fueling in foreign ports.

The Soviets have shown a

reluctance to do this, and typically send out fuel in a fleet of tankers
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from the USSR.

The Japanese fleet of 3,099 vessels includes only 71

support ships.

The Soviet fleet of 4,700 vessels includes 527 support

ships.
The Soviet fishing fleet is large, but in terms of efficiency, it
does not appear that it could compete with the fisheries developed by
other industrialized states.

A significant observation regarding the

Soviet deep water effort is that the Soviet government is willing to
bear the expense of this large, inefficient fleet to provide adequate
animal protein to the people of the USSR.

x

IV
INTERNATIONAL COMPLICATIONS

It has been noted that ocean fisheries disputes have brought
nations into conflict throughout modern history.
continue.

These conflicts

Scarcely a week passes without the press noting fishing

fleet involvement with the use of force or threatened use of force
somewhere in the world.

"The catching of fish is the only enterprise

(other than war) in which states are in direct confrontation with each
other over the same resource."

21

The major distant water fishing nations are Japan, USSR, U.S.,
England, East and West Germany, Poland, Spain, Romania, South Africa,
and China (Taiwan).

At a slightly lower level of effort can be included

Norway, Portugal, France, and South Korea.

The opportunity for con

flict exists between the ships representing each of these states and
between the ships and the coastal countries who may claim exclusive use
of their adjacent fisheries.
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There is also another side to the international nature of the
industry.

This aspect of the ocean fishery involves not conflict, but

cooperation.

The commerce between nations in fishing ships and gear

as well as in exports of sea food characterizes the important cooperative
elements of maritime enterprise.

Joint Ventures and International Trade
The commerce which characterizes the international fishing industry
comes in many forms, from selling bait, to building ships.

As an

example, France's last toehold in North America, the tiny islands of
St. Pierre and Miquelon, located 10 miles South of Newfoundland,
benefit from their proximity to the Grand Banks.

Between December 1974

and March 1975, it is reported that 225 fishing vessels, mostly
Spanish, but also Japanese, English, Portuguese and Polish visited the
port spending hard currency for logistic support or to transship a
cargo of sea food.

Spain has even assigned a doctor semi-permanently to

the island for Spanish fishermen needing medical assistance.

22

The Soviet Union provides an interesting example of the international scope of the modern fishing effort.

>,

From the beginning of the

build up of the Soviet fishing fleet following World War II, the Soviets *

4

have prosecuted all avenues to expand their fishery.

Review of the

fishing industry press reveals that the Soviet fishing fleet is mis
named.

It is operated by the Soviet Union, but its ships have been

purchased from countries around the world.

Their first efforts to
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incorporate the capabilities of factory stern trawlers into their
distant water operations was directly based on England's pioneering
ships of the FAIRTRY series.

Russia had 24 PUSCHKIN class built in

West Germany to this model; they were delivered between 1954 and 1956.
Subsequent vessels have been ordered from Poland, East Germany, Japan,
Denmark, Finland, France, the Netherlands, Sweden, and England.
While the Soviet Union attempts to keep its fleet relatively self
sufficient, thereby minimizing foreign currency expenditures in over
seas ports, a series of agreements has provided base rights to support
the fishery in several key locations.

The use of ports while trans

ferring the processed product from factory ships to cargo vessels is
frequently required when weather prevents taking another ship alongside
on the high seas (for cargo transfer).

Bunkering, crew exchange, and

repairs also require port facilities when these can not be economically
or safely effected at sea.

Joint ventures between the foreign trading

branch of the Soviet Ministry of Fisheries and interests in a number of
countries have resulted.

An agreement with a firm in Singapore has

resulted in establishment of a sea food marketing operation with
facilities in Singapore at which Soviet trawlers may unload.

A joint

venture with Spanish interests has provided supply, transshipment, and
crew exchange bases in the Canary I s l a n d s . T h e USSR also built a
modern fishing port complex in Havana in return for use of the
facilities as a base for Soviet fishing operations in the central and
southern A t l a n t i c . I n addition, agreements for bases in Mauritius,
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Aden, Egypt (on the Red Sea coast) and Tanzania have been reported in
industry journals.

The results of the negotiations with Portugal,

cited in the opening paragraph of the introduction, are not known.
The Soviets use their fishing industry as an important extension
of their foreign policy, and include sea food as an integral part of
their foreign aid programs.
hungry

The United States generously provides

nations with wheat and grain from the vast surpluses produced

by our efficient agriculture.

The Soviets use fishery products to

help developing nations meet their protein needs.

Their fishing

industry serves as an effective instrument for extending influence
world wide.26

Not only is sea food provided directly as aid, but

programs to encourage rapid development of fisheries in the third
world have met with success.

For instance Ghana and Senegal were

both recipients of generous Soviet fishery assistance in ships and
supporting technology during the past decade.2^

These two countries

now follow only South Africa and Angola (which has itself recently
received Soviet fishery aid) among African states in size of catch.
Not all the Soviet efforts have been successful.

While Senegal

initially benefitted from Soviet fishery development aid, the modern
seiners the Soviets delivered to the state-run tuna company were
unsuitable for the resource, and the company ceased operations.
Western fears that Soviet economic penetration may hasten the developing
countries into the Socialist orbit appears not well founded (at least
in this instance).

Senegal, for instance, has recently made bilateral
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agreements with Italy, France, Spain and Poland for technical and
financial services in exchange for fishing rights.

Guinea-Bissau

is complaining that Soviet trawlers are overfishing its waters,
and that the USSR has failed to provide vessels and training it
promised.

Now France has agreed to build a processing plant in

Guinea-Bissau and may replace the USSR as the prime user of local
waters.
Japan and Norway, two of the most active fishing nations, also
routinely use their fishing capacities as elements of their aid
programs.

This in turn secures favorable policies for their fishing

interests from foreign governments.

Japan, for instance, recently

provided Papua, New Guinea, with a 650 million yen grant to develop a
fishing training center in return for fishing rights within three to
twelve miles of the coast.

Norway, among other worldwide initiatives,

is providing Vietnam with a fish meal plant in Haiphong and a fully
equipped 950 ton fishing research vessel.
Other international agreements involve more unlikely participants.
Some examples:
-

South Korea is training Chilean fishermen and seamen in Korea

and conducting joint exploratory fishing off the Coast of Chile.
12 experts from North Korea are training fishermen in Malta in
deepsea methods.
India is supplying trawlers to Iran and training Iranian fisher
men as part of an economic agreement signed in Teheran.
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-

Peru is extending technical aid to Mexico for development of

an anchovy fishery and processing industry.
-

Iraq and Somalia have agreed to establish a joint fishing and

processing industry as part of which, eight Iraqi trawlers will fish
inside Somali limits.
-

An economic protocol signed between South Korea and Iran will

bring 53 large trawlers to operate in the Gulf of Oman.
-

The Directorate of Fisheries in Mozambique has announced

that a Mozambican-Cuban enterprise will provide training in fishery
techniques and construct a fishery dock for Mozambique.
x

_

Israel is negotiating with Argentina for fishing rights off

Patagonia.
In addition to agreements between governments, private enterprise
plays a significant role in developing international fishery contacts.
As the 200 mile exclusive economic zone becomes more widely accepted,
the maritime press has recorded increasing numbers of joint commercial
agreements.
in 1957
hand.

The lead article in a major industry journal noted that

the number of joint fishing ventures could be counted on one
In 1977, Japan, a pioneer in the area, alone had over 150

overseas agreements dealing with fishing.28

The United Nations (FAO)

has even set up a team of experts to assist developing nations in
negotiations over joint fishing ventures.
Some of the ventures are quite complex, emphasizing the inter
national nature of modern fisheries.

As an example, Canadian and

Philippine investors have concluded a venture in which two vessels would
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be bought from Japan and South Korea, and tuna caught by Philippine
fishermen would be shipped to Canada for canning.

In Norway, a

successful consortium of 13 marine firms has executed projects in
Ghana, the Gambia, Angola and Iran.

The group (Hareide International)

has recently contracted for a project in Abu Dhabi which includes
fishery operations, administration, sales, development of a harbor
and fishmeal plants, and construction (in Japan) of trawlers.
The international commerce in fishing vessels, their propulsion
systems, electronics, and fishing gear comprises one of the most
active aspects of fishery trade.

Some examples are instructive.

A

United States Corporation won a Mexican government contract to provide
a fleet of fiberglass "snapper boats" as part of a massive develop
ment project for the Mexican fisheries.

At the same time, a Mexican

builder was producing four deep sea shrimp trawlers for use by a
Calcutta firm in the Bay of Bengal.

Concurrently two Indian boat

yards were building thirty small fiberglass trawlers for interests in
Sri Lanka.
to Somalia.

Sri Lanka in turn is exporting fiberglass fishing vessels
And so it goes, ships built in one country for owners in

another, landing their catch in a third, perpetuating healthy compe
tition, stimulating international commerce.
It is important to recognize that two segments of the diverse
United States fishery operation contribute to this active international
exchange of fishing vessels.
the world wide standard.

American tuna and shrimp boats have set

The characteristic clipper bow and fine sheer
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of West Coast tuna clippers and the equally characteristic high sided,
chunky lines of Gulf Coast shrimpers may be recognized flying the
flags of dozens of nations wherever tuna and shrimp are sought.

Not

only have the vessels been successfully exported to fishing interests
overseas, but design services have been sold for use by foreign
builders.
copied.

The basic hull form and gear technology have been widely
These native American craft are highly efficient fishing

machines.

It is a tribute to the efficiency of design and the work

manship of the shipyards, that the vessels have been bought both by
japan, the worlds' most productive shipbuilder, and West Germany,
widely recognized as operator of the most sophisticated fleet of
trawlers.
American builders have sent big tuna seiners to Senegal (where
hopefully they have been more successful than their Soviet built
equivalents) and Panama, among other countries.

A variety of yards

along the Gulf Coast (and Florida's Atlantic coast) have produced
sturdy trawlers for domestic and foreign shrimp fleets.

One firm

reported in January 1977 that 60% of the 387 shrimpers they had built
since 1963 had been exported.

The export destinations most frequently

noted in the industry press include Central and South American
countries.

(The vessels sold to Japan and Korean interests also

actually fish the Caribbean and Western Atlantic.)

Other vessels have

gone to Kuwait, Indonesia, India, Ghana, Gabon, Cameroon, Ivory Coast,
and Nigeria.
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There are other elements of American efficiency evident in the
maritime technology required by the fishing fleet.

American diesel

engines for propulsion and auxiliary power are widely used in vessels
built in other countries.29

A frequently noted comment in foreign

fishing industry circles is the ready availability of spare parts and
factory service for American built diesels.

A single U.S. manufacturer

provides the complete and expensive deck gear used by some 90% of the
world's tuna purse seiners.

American electronics firms, in stiff

competition with Japanese, German, and Norwegian companies, success
fully export fish finding sonar.

And finally, departing from hardware

considerations, it is reported that about 95% of the fishing captains
of foreign flag tuna boats are US citizens.
What emerges from this brief description of the international
scope of deep water fishing is a picture of the increasingly inter
dependent nature of the industry.

Fishing vessels of many nations

share the resource, use common ships and gear, and sometimes even
borrow captains and crews.

In addition to formal aid programs, there

is a de facto element of technology transfer from developed to
developing nations as governments and private interests invest in new
ships to help fledgling industries.

The technology and economies of

the nations involved benefit, and the protein harvested contributes
to improving the health of the population.
The point is being reached wbbre nations with aspirations as sea
powers and concerned with feeding their populations can not afford to
have the operation of the fishing fleet and its supporting industries
interrupted.
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Cod Wars, Tuna Boat Seizures, and the Law of the Sea
Yet conflict exists.

Frequent reports in the press attest that

exploitation of marine resources breeds friction the world over.
Happily, much of the violence is of the non-lethal variety.

Nego

tiations between governments over fishery disputes have been a
fixture of the international political scene for centuries.

Conflict

between the historic, common property nature of the high seas and
the rights of coastal fishing nations to offshore stocks has recently
grown into a problem of major proportions.

Resolution of this issue is

one of the keys in achieving settlement of the ongoing United Nations
Conference on Law of the Sea.

In the meantime, many prime fishing

areas are being staked out unilaterally in a manner not unlike the
European approach to the New World:

claim and protect.

Those without

the inclination or enterprise to protect their claim or to challenge
the claims of others, lose.

A workable system of limiting such claims,

while protecting diminishing stocks of fish and the prerogatives of
coastal fishermen is a challenge of some magnitude.

This is one of

the roles of a Law of the Sea.
The Law of the Sea has evolved over the centuries "... to
establish an ordered, economic, effective way for the people of the
world most fully to exploit the oceans of the world in their common
interest."30

The amalgam of the various high seas conventions regu

lating navigation, reducing pollution, limiting the kill of marine
mammals and, not so many years ago, suppressing piracy and the slave
31
trade, equate to the maintenance of good order/
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Two grand doctrines have dominated the Law of the SfeS:

Grotlus

(In 1609) argued that the seas should be free of national dominion,
open to use by all; Selden countered (93 years later) with the propo
sition that nations maintain a right of dominion over the sea and its
resources.

The former doctrine of course is that which has been

applied to the high seas; the latter to the territorial seas bordering
coastal states.

The line of demarcation between the two regimes was

generally three miles until recent years.

The great sea powers,

principally Great Britain, but also the United States and Japan,
administered the status quo, and subtly discouraged the non-sea
powers (and each other) from pushing the territorial sea claims
further off shore.

Navigation benefited.

enjoyed more goods and services.

Trade prospered.

Mankind

Americans fished for shrimp and tuna

off Mexico; Britons fished for cod off Iceland; Japan fished for every
thing everywhere.
After World War Two, pressures for a new look at the ocean
regime mounted.

The President of the United States inaugurated a new

principle in international law by declaring jurisdiction over the
natural resources and subsoil of the American continental shelf.
was in September 1945.32

This

Predictably, other nations took similar

steps for seaward extensions of their sovereignty (the word had been
carefully avoided by President Truman).
began.

The great ocean "land grab"
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Whereas the ocean had previously been used only for navigation
and to a lesser extent for fishing, technological advances offered
new, important prospects for maritime enterprise.

Extraction of

minerals (including oil) from the seabed was a new use of the ocean
environment, requiring new rules.33

Ocean space was increasingly

being used in the same manner as the land:
militarized.34

lived in, industrialized,

The traditional fishing grounds began to be visited

by huge trawlers, each many times larger than any earlier fishing
vessels.

The "inexhaustible resources of the ocean" turned out to be

a lot more exhaustible than anyone had previously thought.

The open

access character of the high seas led to congestion and overfishing.
A jurisdictional base for management beyond the territorial limits
(whatever they might be) was clearly needed.
A concept that the wealth of the oceans should be the common
heritage of mankind was enunciated in a 1967 speech before the United
Nations by Ambassador Arvid Pardo, of Malta.

It was being increasingly

realized that the two "grand doctrines" of Grotius and Selden were both
invalid in this new context.

A new public order for the oceans is

required to adapt to conditions resulting from technological develop
ments, increased interdependence, growing populations, and growing
aspirations.
The most evident example of the evolving order of the oceans is
found in the legitimization of the claims to extended offshore
jurisdiction.

200 mile exclusive fishing rights are now widely claimed
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and widely accepted.

After adamant opposition by most of the

traditional sea powers and the USSR all are acquiesing quietly to
the claims of coastal states.
their own limits.

The old sea powers are extending

The original efforts were, however, not without

challenge.
The challenges frequently have involved actors of widely dis
similar national strength, such as Iceland and the United Kingdom.
Alternatively, the disputants may share literal and figurative kinship,
such as the oystermen of Maryland and Virginia who periodically
contest the state boundaries in the Chesapeake.
In a world grown inured to excesses of violence, the generally
non-lethal conflicts which characterize disagreements over fisheries
are often submerged among the more pressing international issues of
the moment.

Iceland, whose concern over, and approach to fishery

questions has presaged that of the rest of the world, has often been
involved in confrontations over control of the fish stocks near the
Island.

The result has been a series of "Cod Wars".

The first, in 1952, involved extension of the Icelandic exclusive
fishery zone all the way to four miles from the coast!

As

incon

sequential as this seems today, the British fishing industry, which
traditionally worked Icelandic waters, strongly contested the move.
The industry imposed a ban on landing Icelandic fish in England.
While the boycott received no government support, it lasted four years.
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As a result, Iceland, which had normally exported 25 percent of her
catch to NATO ally England, had to look for other customers.

NATO

adversary, the USSR, was there, eager to buy, and accordingly has
become Iceland's foremost trading partner.35

The Soviet fishing

fleet has carefully avoided the rich waters around Iceland ever
since.
In 1958, Iceland again extended her fishing limits, this time
to 12 miles.

England again protested and sent warships to protect

her fishing vessels in the 4 to 12 mile fishing zone at issue.

The

Royal Navy, in the first six months of the controversy, foiled 65
attempts by Icelandic authorities to arrest British trawlers.

British

warships remained on station until March 14, 1960, during which time
no lives were lost and no serious damage done to ships involved.

One

observer rather prematurely suggested that the events may have been
"...both the greatest and last of the major international controversies
over historic fishing rights."’*®
On 1 September 1972, Iceland extended her fishing limits to 50
miles.

Again, the British trawling industry protested, but to no

avail.

An agreement was negotiated limiting the number of British

>
37
vessels which were permitted to work the newly nationalized waters.
On 15 October 1975, Iceland became the first developed country
to adopt a 200 mile fishing limit.

Without negotiated rights granted

by Iceland's government, foreign vessels were excluded from the
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expanded jurisdiction.
edict.

Again, British trawlers refused to accept the

By the end of November, the Royal Navy once more had sent three

frigates to Icelandic waters, their Commanders charged with the
unenviable task of protecting the British fishing fleet "...with the
minimum force and total absence of provocation."33

The United Press

International wire service reported rumblings from Iceland's Foreign
Minister that his country was considering withdrawal from NATO over the
controversy.

The United States, maintaining a vital air and sea

installation on Iceland, was conscious of the strategic northern
presence afforded by the island's location.

The United States was

also considering extending its own fishing jurisdiction under intense
internal pressure from the Northeast and Pacific Northwest fishing
interests.

The State Department found it necessary to tip toe care

fully around the new Cod VJar to avoid alienating either party.
It was a delicate issue.

For the Icelanders, the conservation of

her fish stocks involves nothing less than national survival.

Fish

provides 75% of Iceland's exports; without the resource, the country
is incapable of supporting itself.3^

By 1975, her frozen fish ship

ments to the USSR were no longer adequate to trade for Soviet oil,
which has gone up in price along with the increases in the cost of cil
world wide.

With fisheries biologists predicting the possibility of

complete collapse of the cod stock, Iceland was forced to act to
reserve the dwindling stocks for her own fleet.
The British had their own internal factors to worry about.
Unemployment of 1.3 million was the highest in 40 years.

If the 100
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or so British vessels operating in Icelandic waters were to be excluded
from their traditional fishing areas, 20,000 fishermen and related
shore-based workers would lose j o b s T h e

United Kingdom Keep sea

trawling fleet, already having been reduced from 494 ships to 401
during 1974 and 1975,^- could ill afford further disruption.

Voters

ensured that the government was critically aware of this.
The Icelanders finally won, but not before 15 Royal Navy frigates
had been involved in 49 collisions with Icelandic patrol vessels.
Injuries occurred, but no lives were lost.

The patrol vessels of the

Icelandic Coast Guard, whose skippers have become folk heroes among
their countrymen,^ formed the front line of the battle.

The patrol

vessels harrassed the British trawlers by dragging heavy grapnels to
cut their trawling towing cables (called warps), a tactic the frigates
attempted to prevent.

The cost to the British taxpayer of the patrol

effort mounted by the Navy was about 3 million pounds sterling.

The

trawlers lost an unrecorded number of expensive trawls and effective
fishing time, although for the first three months of "war" they
maintained their total catch at the level of the previous year.

The

conflict ended 1 June 1976, with a settlement in which the English
fleet fishing in Iceland's waters, and the resultant catch, was
dramatically reduced.
The Icelanders were not the first to claim extended jurisdiction.
Chile, Ecuador, and Peru claimed 200 miles as fishing limits in 1954.
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The American distant water tuna fleet has been periodically involved
in conflict with these nations ever since.

Unlike the situation off

Iceland, the tuna boats were not provided with naval protection by
their government.

As a result, a characteristic of the controversy

in the south has been the frequent seizure of American ships (and
those of other nations), involving at times the use of armed force.
In one such instance, February 1969, an American Tuaa Boat, the
San Juan, defied orders to surrender, was chased for two hours, and
hit with sixty rounds of machine gun fire.^

When six other tuna

boats formed a line abreast and bore down on the Peruvian patrol
vessel with the intent to ram, the patrol boat broke off its attack.
Through the end of 1973, 129 tuna boats had been seized by
Ecuador, 63 by Peru, and 11 by other Latin American countries (Mexico,
Panama, Columbia and El Salvador).44

There had been 44 other inci

dents of harassment, and gunfire had been used on 17 occasions, but as
of 1972, only one U.S. citizen had sustained permanent injury during
the seizures.45

Through it all the industry and the State Department

refused to acknowledge the legality of extended fishing jurisdiction.
The frequency of the seizures appeared to have been related to
both the anti-Yankee feeling prevalent at the moment and the
unpredictable nature of the resource.

For instance, in January and

February of 1973, Peru seized 24 tuna boats, but for the next year
no other seizures were recorded, apparently because the tuna had
moved well offshore.^
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Two years later, a spate of seizures occurred.

In January and

February 1975, Ecuador seized seven U.S. tuna boats, fined them $1.7
million, and confiscated catch worth an estimated $1 million more.
Worst of all (for the government reimburses the owners for fines)
was the loss of one month of fishing time while the boats were held
in port under armed guard.
The use of force in support of recognized prerogatives has not
been limited to cod wars and tuna boat seizures.
war in 1963 involving France and Brazil.

There was a lobster

Three French vessels were

caught taking lobster, a species to which Brazil claimed exclusive
rights, 60 miles off the Brazilian coast.

The French ships were

chased (or seized, the record is not clear) by the Brazilian Navy.
The French government responded by sending a destroyer to protect
the lobstermen.

Thereupon Brazil escalated the matter and enforced

its position by deploying to the area a fleet of one light cruiser,
five destroyers and two corvettes.

The French replaced their destroyer

with a small warship, thereby maintaining a symbolic military presence,
but communicating the fact that they were acceding to Brazil's
4Q

authority.
The Russians have not been without involvement in sticky diplo
matic Issues over fishing rights.

Following establishment of their

fishing base in Havana,in the early sixties, it was easy for them to
move into the waters off the coast of South America.

Moving South in

1966, they found the fishing good, and in 1967, hauled 677,000 tons
of hake from the Patagonian shelf off Argentina.49
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As a result, 50 the Argentinians extended their fishing juris
diction to 200 miles in 1968.

A five vessel fleet of Soviet ships

continued to operate 120 miles off Argentina.

Two of them, the

Soviet factory trawlers GOLFSTREAM and PAVL0V0 were pursued and
captured by Argentine ships and planes.

PAVL0V0 received warning

fire from aircraft as she attempted to escape in rough seas and low
visibility.51

The two ships were escorted to port by Argentine

destroyers and released following several weeks of negotiations when
the Soviets agreed to leave the Patagonian shelf.
The Soviets have also gotten in trouble with the recent extensions
of fishing limits in the North Atlantic.

When a Norwegian boarding

party found the net mesh half the legal size during a routine inspection
of the Soviet factory trawler KOMETA in June of 1977, the Soviets
hauled in the rope boarding ladder so the inspectors could not leave
the ship.

The Norwegian patrol vessel from which the boarding party

had been dispatched five hours earlier, finally fired 2 green flares
and trained a gun on the trawler.

The party was then permitted to

leave.52
The delicate question of how far a small ooastal nation can go
in pressing its prerogatives with respect to fishing vessels of the
great powers has also been pursued by Ireland.
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The Irish fishery protection vessel GRAINNE, an ex-British navy
minesweeper of some 400 tons, found the 3273 ton Soviet freezer stern
trawler BELMORYE fishing 500 yards inside Ireland's 12 mile limit
29 September 1976.

A 500 yard navigational error is rarely of

great importance 12 miles at sea, but the law does not provide for
a grey area.
GRAINNE.

The BELMORYE made off at speed when challenged by

When the Soviets refused to stop, the GRAINNE fired warning

rounds from her 40mm cannon, and hit the ship with automatic rifle
fire.

BELMORYE came to anchor after a four mile chase.

Other

Soviet trawlers came to the scene, while another Irish ship, the
minesweeper BANBA, picked up a load of troops and also headed for
the confrontation.

A Naval boarding party formally arrested the

Soviet ship but the Captain refused to get under way and proceed to
port, accusing the Irish Navy of piracy.
embassy demanded release of the ship.

In Dublin, the USSR

27 hours after having been

stopped, BELMORYE agreed to be escorted into Cork.

She arrived on

1 October and moored near the Bulgarian trawler AURELIA, which the
busy GRAINNE had arrested for a 12 mile limit violation a few days
earlier.

The BELMORYE's Captain, resplendent in gold braid and medals,

was escorted to court by an official from the embassy, where he was
fined only 100 pounds sterling, but had his catch and fishing gear
worth 70,000 pounds confiscated.
Another Soviet trawler had been arrested for a United Kingdom
12 mile limit violation near the Scilly Isles on 25 September.
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Normally, the Soviets are very aware of the fishing limits and there
are indications that the Soviet flotilla Commodores may impose a
buffer zone of a few miles of extra sea room on their Captains to
ensure the limits are not broached.

The Soviets even include their

own patrol ships in the fleets in the northwestern Atlantic to help
ensure compliance with American and Canadian 200 mile limits!
appears that the bureaucracy frowns on violations.

It

The skippers of

ships that are convicted of limit violations are subject to discipline
when they return to their home ports, and can expect to lose their
commands.
The scope of international legal conflict over fishing prerog
atives is too wide ranging to cover in further detail in this paper.
It appears that nearly every coastal country has arrested fishing
vessels for fishing limit, territorial limit, or catch violations at
some time.

A few examples will indicate some of the scope of incidents

involving fishing vessels.^
-

When the Canadian Navy seized three big Cuban trawlers

for entering Canadian waters without permission in 1976, two were
found to have Soviet skippers.
India seized two Taiwanese trawlers for intruding in
Indian waters in April 1976.

The first vessel seized offthe US West

Coast for violation of the new 200 mile limit was Taiwanese.
-

Sicilian fishermen work off the African coast, where

two trawlers were recently seized by Libya and another by Tunisia,
prompting Italy to send four warships to the area.
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-

Japanese fishing vessels have suffered capture by Soviet,

Korean, and Communist Chinese authorities for years.
vessels were seized by the PRC from 1950-1954.

158 Japanese

More recently, following

the defection of a Soviet pilot with his MIG fighter to Japan, six
fishing vessels were reported missing and were believed to have been
captured by the Soviet Union.
-

A Thai fishing boat with 30 people on board was seized

by The Khmer Rouge 20 miles at sea in June 1975.

A Thai gunboat going

to assist the fishing vessel ran into gunfi-e from two small Cambodian
vessels and was unable to rescue the fishermen.
-

28 Thai fishing vessels were seized by Burma during 1976;

fishermen convicted of poaching in Burmese waters were given jail
terms of up to 18 months, plus fines.
-

In another incident involving the Thais, a Vietnamese

gunboat shelled the Thai fleet fishing in the Gulf of Thailand killing
12 fishermen, and capturing one boat with 18 men on it.
-

Landlocked states are insisting on rights to their

coastal neighbor's fishing resources in the Law of the Sea deliberations.
All things considered, however, the surprise is not that conflict
exists, but how little there is.
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VI
IMPLICATIONS FOR THE FUTURE

The deep sea fishing fleet, growing in numbers, technologically
advanced, probing hitherto unexploited waters for new resources, is
a factor which sea powers must fully understand.

The one element of

sea power which everyone does understand is the military dimension.
Here those nations with significant fishing capabilities have an
asset of some value in a para-naval role such as discussed in Part III,
above.

Deep water fishing vessels can contribute to military

potential in a number of ways.
-

These include:

Providing hulls for conversion to minesweepers or

naval auxiliaries, such as patrol vessels and refrigerated cargo
carriers as has been the case in the past.
-

Additionally, the larger "mother ships" operated by the

Soviet Union could be converted to amphibious ships with a significant
lift capability.

The huge VOSTOK class mother ship, of 43,400 tons

displacement and with accommodations for 600, carries no less than
fourteen 50-ton fishing boats, each 55 feet long.

The applicability

of this class of ship to an over the beach operation is apparent.
-

Collection of electronic, visual, and acoustic intel

ligence, an activity of which the Soviet trawlers already are
frequently accused.

(This student's observation is that the fishing

fleet is far more interested in catching fish than in spiriting out
intelligence).
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-

Deployment of a fleet of innocuous fishing vessels to

acoustically mask the concurrent deployment of submarines in their
midst.
-

Training of seamen and engineering ratings under arduous,

year round conditions.
-

Familiarizing officers and logistic support elements with

distant water operations.
-

Showing the flag in ports which larger men-of-war might

not be able to enter.
-

Covertly supplying submarines at sea.

-

Introducing officers and staffs to complex, fleet type

operations.
port.

Providing emergency assistance for naval units far from

For instance, in February 1972, a Soviet nuclear powered

submarine was disabled by some unknown casualty and forced to surface
600 miles from Newfoundland.

The first vessel to assist her was the

fish factory trawler IVAN CHIGRIN.
Supporting insurrections of guerrilla wars by covertly
landing troops and supplies.

Cuban fishing vessels have been accused
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of these missions in Guatemala and Venezuela.

Two Soviet trawlers

seized in Ghanian territorial waters were suspected of operations
associated with efforts to return deposed President Nkrumah to power.

56

Para-naval capabilities of this sort provide valuable flexibility
to the parent state.

But capability is not intention.

Whether
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states with these capabilities intend to execute them in support of
military operations remains conjecture.
Conversely, the intention to operate the vessels in the manner
for which they were designed is routinely demonstrated.
involves using the sea for one's own purposes.

Sea power

Benefits accrue,

including the following:
-

The effort provides vital animal protein, the ultimate

raison d'etre.
-

Fleet units show the flag, at sea and in foreign ports,

contributing to diplomatic prestige, opening communications links
to new areas.
-

Foreign exchange can be earned through exports when

more fish are caught than needed to meet domestic needs.
-

Voyages obtain data to supplement oceanographic and

other scientific research.
-

The industry initiates and sustains an employment

chain through both the building of ships and marketing of the resource.
-

An international fishing capability can be used to

promote good will through aid programs, rescue missions, training
cooperation, spending in local economies during port visits.
These factors represent the modern concept of sea power as use of
the sea.
Another consideration involves politics, but not sea power.
Seamen from the more restricted countries are given a glimpse of
life in other societies during port visits or when crews are exchanged
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by a1r from home.

Romania, for Instance, rotates complete crews by

air through J.F. Kennedy airport in Mew York City.

The U.S. policy

of severely limiting the port visits permitted by Soviet fishing
vessels appears to be counterproductive:

we should take advantage

of such ready made opportunities to increase cultural and social
contact.
The extension of exclusive fishing jurisdiction by many nations,
including the United States, has impacted adversely on the efficient
operation of the large distant water fleets.

The near water fleets

of the coastal countries have benefitted from the reduced competition
for the stocks as the large ships are excluded.

In many instances,

however, the indigenous fleets will be unable to harvest enough
of the stock to meet domestic demand.

This is the case with the

American fleets in the Northeast and Northwest.

Rather than permit

the stock to be underutilized, governments of coastal states are
accepting requests by operators of the large fleets to permit
continued fishing.

When the U.S. 200 mile fishing limit went into

effect 1 March 1977, the Commerce Department had issued 158 permits
to the USSR, Poland, and Bulgaria.^

Many more have since been

issued.
Increased interdependence is a characteristic of the fisheries
in the current decade.

Points of friction have been less in evidence

between units of the contending fleets working common waters than
between distant water vessels and coastal states.

Large Soviet fleets
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work off both U.S. coasts.

Smaller numbers of fishing vessels from

other Eastern European countries are also found off New England and
the Pacific Northwest.

Vessels from developing nations without a

prior history of distant water work are turning up further from home.
The Cubans have requested a share of the North Sea herring catch, and
have expressed an interest in joining the effort in the Northeast
Pacific.
It was emphasized that distant water fleets operating on fishing
grounds far from home port must be large enough to keep the sea in
all weather year round.

They must be technically sophisticated in

order to maximize the return during every hour of these lengthy,
lonely deployments.

The technology involved, in turn, requires

highly trained crews.

The ships either require substantial support

from a train of logistics vessels, or must periodically accept
economic inefficiency by ceasing operations to enter port for fuel,
stores, and cargo transfer.

These ships are, in short, expensive to

build, expensive to man, expensive to operate.

The Soviet Union is

estimated to have been spending one billion dollars per year to
achieve the size and level of capability of its fishing fleet.
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Such an investment in technology, capital, and human treasure is not
to be hazarded lightly.
A coastal state can project armed force to the limits of its
fishing zone in rather less than an hour by air or ten hours or less
by ship.

An unarmed commercial vessel has always been extraordinarily
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vulnerable to even a lightly armed naval vessel.

Thus a fleet of

large fishing vessels is a potentially lucrative target, easily
placed at risk by coastal states of even modest resources.

To

provide armed protection from the parent state involves deploying
warships, expensive in their own right, and supporting them over long
distances with another expensive logistic support train.
In such a confrontation, the international perception is likely
to be that the coastal state is protecting what is rightfully its own.
In the eyes of much of the world, the coastal states' actions are
endowed with a legitimacy of the "defending the nest" variety.

Con

versely, the reactive projection of armed force from distant states
to protect their fleets is not only expensive, it will be perceived
as old fashioned gunboat diplomacy.

This is a lesson of the Cod Wars.

The pattern which has developed in the recent controversies
over fishing rights is simple:

The coastal state wins.

Countries

working distant waters which desire to continue to enjoy the benefits
of a successful fishery have had to accept coastal state jurisdiction,
license fees, limited entry and catch limits.

Despite varying

periods of grumbling from the distant water industry, and despite
covert t and overt diplomatic pressures, the coastal states have
maintained their position and the distant water fishing states have
retreated.
The existence of large fleets off the coasts of foreign nations
offers the possibility that a new dimension of stability in global
sea power relationships may be realized.

The distant water fishing
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nations are effectively offering their fishing fleets to coastal
countries and the international community as hostages.

The hostages

represent a considerable expenditure of material and human resources
which the parent country could permit to be sacrificed only at great
political risk.
The potential value of this fleet of hostages in the struggle
between the East and West

does not appear to have been recognized.

Naval strategists look with concern at the great umbilical which
ties the Western (and Japanese) industrial base to the Middle East
oil fields.

Grim projections are voiced over the West's lifeline.

The demise of President Nixon's "Project Independence" plan to
achieve energy autarchy in America follows from the maritime facts
of life.

It avails us little to achieve energy independence if our

European and Japanese allies remain starkly vulnerable to blackmail
resulting from selective severance of their oil flow.

Protection of

the many thousands of miles of this lifeline across three oceans
exceeds the capabilities of the Western navies operating in accordance
with Mahan's Theory.
A scenario has been bleakly portrayed by former U.S. Chief of
Naval Operations, Elmo R. Zumwalt:
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A confrontation occurs in a non-

NATO area distant from the U.S. power base.

The confrontation involves

a locally superior concentration of enemy naval strength which pursues
a limited objective selected to indicate that the United States itself
is not threatened.

Interruption of the sea lane of communications
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through the Indian Ocean is an example.
is this.

The question Zumwalt raises

Would the United States, with its naval strength so reduced

that it can not guarantee security of sea lanes at such distances
from our bases, back down?

Or would we step to the imaginary thresh-

hold of risk of a nuclear confrontation, the only other alternative
available, over the issue?

If we back down, as did the Soviet Union

in just such a confrontation in 1962, would we in our shame and chagrin
retreat to our hemisphere and abandon our allies to blackmail at the
hands of the challenger?
It is this student's contention that Admiral Zumwalt's scenario,
widely discussed in professional circles, does not recognize the
changing nature of sea power.
only the large sea powers use.

The sea is more than a highway which
The entire world is now concerned

with maritime issues such as those in which the fisheries play a new
and significant role.

The relative importance of naval strength,

once such a large part of the whole, has been diminished.
The West's weakness is fuel; the Soviet Union's weakness is food.
The USSR and East Europe need the animal protein from the sea to meet
the rising aspirations of the populations and to counter the failures
of collective agriculture.

By the continued operation of the Soviet

and East European fishing fleets in waters adjacent to the Western
power base, we have been provided with hostages against Communist
adventurism elsewhere in the world.
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This changing nature of sea power heralds a new era of respon
sibility in an interdependent world.
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